
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of relationship analyst. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for relationship analyst

Support end-to-end marketing campaign set-up and execution by managing
offer creative assets and ensuring timely implementation of legal and
compliance updates
Potential opportunity for travel 1-2 trips/year
Provide phone coverage support during high call volumes or significant
events
Manage entry of activities, leads and opportunities in CRM and
coding/distribution of globally and locally identified business project alerts
Continual updating and monitoring of the progress of opportunities and
activities that are part of significant projects in specified format (currently an
Excel template)
Follow up with sales management, sales reps and distribution channel to gain
feedback about projects and help progress activities related to the projects
Monitor follow-up activities and assisting with qualification, lead, opportunity
and quote follow up with the MT sales team and/or the customer directly
Identify new ways to streamline processes related to top KA
Generating a standard presentation and report format for senior
management
Regular reporting to all North American METTLER TOLEDO GM's, BA
Managers and Sales Managers on process improvements, regular progress
reports and activity pipeline
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Passionate in banking and wealth management
Research, analyze, and evaluate investment opportunities and conduct
screens for potential investee companies globally
Build complex financial models to analyze investment opportunities and test
assumptions and sensitivities
Perform due diligence on potential investee companies, including past and
projected financial performance, quality of management teams, investment
merits and risks, expected returns, regulatory environment, industry dynamics
and other relevant factors
Work with industry experts and review third party due diligence reports
(legal, accounting, industry strategic reviews, environmental)
Perform valuation analysis, including DCF models, precedent transactions,
comparable company analysis, and relative value compared with the
benchmark


